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The program of “Swachhchhata Abhiyan” was organized and executed successfully by the NSS units of Grow More Group of Institutions. The participation of the students was delightful. The presence of all the guests and participants was of utmost value to us.

The program started with the greeting of our trustees Mr. J.D. Patel, Mr. B.D. Patel and Mr. B.A. Patel. In their presence, all the students took oath to make better and clean campus.

Many students did prepare banner and sign board for cleaning awareness.
Then after there was motivational speech by Mr. J.D.Patel to encourage student to make cleaner surrounding.

Huge amount of students were preseant to make event successful.
After that all the students of “Engineering” did whole campus cleaning.

Even engineering girls participated in this event.
At the end we are thankful to all the students for their effort to make cleaner campus and for understanding the seriousness of cleaning.